Paul Bunyan Stevens James Author Lewis
the paul bunyan tales. - collectionshs - streams." james stevens began it in 1932 with his widely heralded
saginaw paul bunyan, and dell mccormick with his paul bunyan swings his axe has followed in stevens' steps,
until now the asso ciation of paul bunyan with the saginaw river is definitely fixed in the public mind. comes
now mrs. grace s. mcclure, state librarian of michigan, james stevens (1892-1972) - the oregon
encyclopedia - james stevens (1892-1972) by bob bumstead james stevens, whose national reputation was
based on his popularization of the legends of paul bunyan, was an early icon of northwest literature. as sinclair
lewis wrote, “no one knows the violent men, the violent mountains and woods, of the not-so-old west better
than james stevens, or reviews of books - collectionshs - redoubtable paul bunyan. the reviewer feels that
mrs. shep-hard's volume is of far greater value than mr. stevens', for she has presented the stories just as she
has heard them from the lips of old lumbermen, whereas mr. stevens has dressed up the tales in a language
that does not remotely suggest the lumber camp. james stevens papers, 1883-1966 - james stevens was a
writer and public relations counsel who was best known as the creator of paul bunyan and davy crockett. he
was born in 1892 in albia, iowa, and educated at public schools there and in idaho. he worked in logging camps
in his teens and early twenties, but in 1924 he turned to james f. stevens to join staff of montana state
university ... - james f. stevens of seattle, dean of washington’s professional writers, will be in charge of
conference sessions on the potential for writers in the use of regional materials, barsness said. stevens is the
author of "paul bunyan," "saginaw paul bunyan," "big jim turner," and other novels and short stories based on
northwest lore and legend. magnus lector book list title author grade level - paul bunyan james stevens
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